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ABSTRACT 
 
Decision Making of a Mobile Robot in the Presence of Risk in Its Surroundings. 
 (December 2011) 
Sung Huh, BS, Texas A&M University 
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Reza Langari 
 
Mobile robots are used on many areas and its demand on extreme terrain, 
hazardous area, or life-threatening place is increasing to reduce the loss of life. A good 
decision making capability is essential for successful navigation of autonomous robot 
and it affect finding the shortest or optimal path within given condition. The wavefront 
algorithm is simple to apply, yet yield an optimal path for a robot to follow in many 
different configurations. Although the path created using wavefront algorithm is an 
optimal in the sense that every node has the same cost, the result is not the best result in 
global perspective because of the algorithm is inconsiderate on the surrounding 
condition.  
To solve this issue and create the best result on global perspective, risk factor 
analysis method was implemented on the wavefront algorithm to improve the 
performance. In this work, the relationship between the wavefront algorithm and 
dynamic programming will be explained to show that the wavefront algorithm obeys the 
principle of optimality. The simulation result displays better performance on safety, 
while keeping the traveling distance minimum, if the risk factor is used on the 
 iv
wavefront algorithm and the robot on actual test behave accordingly. While keeping the 
distance minimum, method using risk factor produces path that keeps certain distance 
around the obstacle, thereby enhances safety while preserving optimality of path. This 
work will contribute on decision making of mobile robot using risk factor method to 
create a most desirable and safe path. In addition to that, it will demonstrate how the risk 
factor method can be applied to the mobile robot navigation. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 Mobile robots are used on many areas and continue to take important roles on 
our lives. The purposes of mobile robot include, but not limited to exploring hazardous 
and dangerous site, search and rescue, reconnaissance, etc. One of the most well known 
applications is the Mars Rover, where a mobile robot explores Mars and collects data. In 
addition to the Mars Explorer, the military uses mobile robots on scouting enemy’s 
whereabouts, removing landmine from mine fields [1], and many more. Its primary 
objective is to work in an area that is dangerous for humans to work and to reduce the 
risk of loss of human life.  
 A well developed navigation skill is important for an autonomous robot to have 
an independent decision making capability. In order to improve the navigation function 
of an autonomous mobile robot, researchers have developed many strategies that utilize 
terrain conditions and sensors such as vision, GPS, laser range finders for path planning, 
and incorporate available information to develop a path for robot.  The general motion 
planning problem involves finding a collision-free motion of the robot from the initial 
state to the final state with satisfying any constraints [2].  
 One of famous methods of path planning is the potential field methodology 
developed by Khatib [3]. This method treats any objects and goal as a source of potential 
field on the map, and uses resulting vector field of potential field vectors as a guiding 
path for a robot to reach the goal. While potential field method generates set of vector 
This thesis follows the style of IEEE Transactions on Robotics.
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fields on the map, motion planning in general uses map represented by finite number of 
nodes or grids that contains important feature on the field. Increasing number of grid 
result in better representation of the map thus increases performance of robot as well. 
Notable examples are car navigation system [4] and routing algorithm on online web 
mapping service [5], where driver receive the fastest path between the designated 
locations. With utilizing advanced sensor and computer system, mobile robot can 
navigate unknown terrain effectively without human supervision.  
The wavefront algorithm is simple to apply and yield an optimal path. Although 
the path created using wavefront algorithm is an optimal since the every node has the 
same cost of travelling, the result is not the best result in global perspective because of 
the algorithm is inconsiderate on the surrounding condition. The potential field method 
is one of method that creates a path with presence of obstacle, and applying the concept 
from potential field into the wavefront algorithm produces a path that is optimal and 
avoids obstacle collision as much as possible. However, the wavefront algorithm and the 
potential field method have different way of representing map and path creation. To 
resolve this difference and assimilate two different methods to create the best result on 
global perspective, risk factor analysis method was implemented to improve the 
performance. 
Contribution 
 The major contribution of this research is developing mobile robot path planning 
using risk factor method that is used on a decision making of a project management as a 
part of risk analysis. As a part of application and analysis, the relationship between the 
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Principle of Optimality, Dijkstra’s Algorithm, and the wavefront algorithm will be 
explained, and explain how new method satisfy the Principle of Optimality and the 
resulting path is optimal in the Dynamic Programming perspective.  
Outline 
 The organization of this thesis is as follows. The second chapter discusses 
apparatus and experimental equipment used in this research. The third chapter explains 
theoretical background on motion planning problem, including Bellman’s Principle of 
Optimality, Dijkstra’s algorithm, the wavefront algorithm, and potential field method.  
The fourth chapter will be on risk factor analysis. Background, theory, and its 
application on mobile robot path planning will be discussed. The fifth chapter will show 
the simulation and test result of new method.  
 The sixth chapter discusses relationship of each existing algorithm with respect 
to the Dynamic Programming, demonstrate how new method satisfies the Principle of 
Optimality, and its result is optimal in Dynamic Programming perspective. The 
Conclusion will discuss the result of research and potential future work. 
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CHAPTER II 
APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
 
Mobile Robot Platform 
 Figure 1 is the programmable mobile robot used in this research, which is known 
as iRobot Create® developed by iRobot® Company for researcher, hobbyist, or 
educator. It can be programmed using C or C++ and communicate via serial cable or 
Bluetooth wireless connection. Additional sensor or electronic devices can be attached 
through 25 pin Cargo Bay Connector. Its motion is determined by controlling speed of 
each motor. Its diameter, minimum, and maximum speed is 0.33 m, 0.1m/s, and 0.5 m/s, 
respectively. iRobot Create® is equipped with a pack of sensor for its basic function. 
These sensors are wheel encoder, wall sensor, omnidirectional IR sensor, cliff sensor, 
and bumper sensor. However, none of these sensors are capable of measuring distance 
between robot and obstacle. In order to include distance measuring capability on iRobot 
Create®, attaching an external sensor is mandatory. 
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Figure 1.  Programmable mobile robot plat form (iRobot Create®) used in the experiment. 
 
Sensor 
 Figure 2 is a selected sensor for distance measurement, Sharp® GP2D12 infrared 
sensor, which is cost effective and small size sensor for measuring the distance compare 
to other expensive distance measuring sensors. It is a sensor that uses triangulation and a 
small linear CCD array to compute the distance and presence of objects in the field of 
view [6]. It is operated by emitting a pulse of IR light in the field of view and reflects 
back to a receiver if light hits object. The linear CCD array enclosed in the receiver 
calculates angle the reflected light came back, and calculate the distance to the object 
using this angle [6]. Its range of operation is 10 – 80 cm, as can be seen in Figure 3. 
Sharp® IR sensor is available on both analog and digital type.  
The output of the sensor is an analog voltage that has nonlinear characteristic 
with respect to the distance, and this output is converted using 10 – bit analog to digital 
port on the Cargo Bay Connector.  
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Figure 2. GP2D12 analog distance measuring sensor. 
 
 
Figure 3. GP2D12 measurement range from datasheet [7]. 
 
Communication 
 Figure 4 is a Bluetooth module used for communication between robot and 
hosting computer. Program code is transferred from host computer to the robot by direct 
tethering serial communication port to mini-DIN connector or wirelessly using 
Bluetooth Adaptor Module (BAM®) from Element Direct®. Tethering robot has 
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guaranteed connection between robot and computer, but has disadvantage of physically 
connecting robot and computer.  
 On contrary, wireless connection via Bluetooth eliminates this wire tethering 
while establishing communication between computer and robot. Bluetooth dongle used 
in this research is Class 1 device, which has wireless range of 100 m (330 ft) from the 
host computer. Therefore, wireless communication method is preferred over tethering 
communication and suitable for mobile robot experiment. 
 
 
Figure 4. Bluetooth Adaptor Module for iRobot Create®. 
 
Programming Environment 
 Programming iRobot Create® is done by MatLAB®. Esposito and Barton 
developed a suit of function that allows user to program iRobot Create® directly in 
MatLAB® environment [8]. In addition to their works, additional function that uses I/O 
port on iRobot Create® is developed for external sensor. The specification of the 
computer is Intel Pentium® 4 1.5GHz processor, 512 MB RAM with Microsoft® 
Windows XP SP3 based operating system, and the version of MatLAB is 7.0.4.  
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CHAPTER III 
MOTION PLANNING AND THE SHORTEST PATH PROBLEM 
 
One of the most important functions of a mobile robot is a capacity of navigating 
the environment autonomously. A success of navigation depends on robot’s ability to 
represent surrounding environment, locate its position with respect to any obstacles, and 
create a path from its position to the goal safely [9]. The first two criteria are widely 
used by SLAM (Simultaneous Localization And Mapping) to achieve its objective and 
the last criterion is achieved by a path planning. This path planning involves generating 
path with given constraints and it has been researched extensively.  The challenge is to 
create a best path to the destination, where best path can be a collision free or the 
minimal distance. The shortest path problem is finding the path that has the shortest 
distance from current point to the destination point among all possible intermediate 
point. There are numerous algorithms that find the shortest path and most of them 
display similar property. These algorithms have property of what is known as the 
Principle of Optimality, which is the fundamental of the Dynamic Programming.  
Bellman’s Principle of Optimality 
 The theory on the Principle of Optimality was developed by Richard Bellman in 
1954. It is the principal theory of Dynamic Programming that used on optimizing 
various multistage decision processes. Bellman stated in his publication that “An optimal 
policy has the property that whatever the initial state and initial decision are, the 
remaining decisions must constitute an optimal policy with regard to the state resulting 
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from the first decision [10].” In other words, According to LaValle’s interpretation [11], 
a portion of an optimal plan must be an optimal itself and there must not any other 
optimal plan, and any portion of an optimal trajectory from an intermediate state to the 
final state is itself the optimal trajectory from the intermediate state [12].  
 The Dynamic Programming is widely used on optimizing deterministic process. 
One of the most well known applications of Dynamic Programming is the shortest path 
problem [13]. Figure 5 is schematics of node-link network used for the shortest path 
problem and Figure 6 is possible node configurations in the network suggested by 
Powell [13].  
 
 
Figure 5. Network of node and links for the shortest path problem. 
 
 
Figure 6. Configuration of nodes in the network. 
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The following procedure is the shortest path using Principle of Optimality explained by 
Powell [13] 
Let 0
0j
M j r
v
j r
≠⎧= ⎨ =⎩ , M is some big number and n =1. 
1. Solve for all i ∈ I 
( )1min
i
n n
i ijj I
v c v+
−
∈
= + j  (1) 
2. If  for any i, let n = n+1 and repeat the process. Otherwise, stop the iteration. 1n ni iv v
−<
Equation (2) is the shortest path problem form of Principle of Optimality, often referrend 
to as Bellman’s algorithm [13], and it is governing equation for many different shortest 
path algorithms. One of variation of Bellman’s algorithm is famous Dijkstra’s algorithm, 
which chooses the node from the candidate list, or priority queue, with the smallest value 
of the cost. 
Motion Planning Problem 
The shortest path problem, when applied to mobile robot navigation, can be 
treated as a planning problem. This planning problem, according to Russell and Norvig 
[14], is “the task of coming up with a sequence of actions that will achieve a goal.” The 
general motion planning problem of mobile robot is described as finding a collision-free 
motion of the vehicle from the initial state to the final state with satisfying any given 
constraints [2]. LaValle [11] stated that the discrete feasible plan of motion planning 
problem consists of following components: 
• A nonempty state space X 
• A finite action space U(x) for each state x ∈ X 
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• A state transition function f that produces a state, f(x,u)∈X, for where x∈X and 
u∈U(x).  
• An initial state xI ∈ X 
• A goal set XG ⊆ X 
 
If a solution from discrete feasible plan is to optimize some criterion in addition 
to finding the sequence of actions that leads to the goal set, it becomes the discrete 
optimal planning and three more additional components are added to the discrete 
feasible plan: A stage index to indicate current plan step, cost function, and termination 
action to stop the plan and fix the total cost. More specifically, according to LaValle [11] 
optimal planning problem contains following properties in addition to the feasible 
planning problem, 
• A number of stages, which is the length of a plan measured as the number of 
actions u1, u2,…,uK. 
• A stage–additive cost function L, which is applied to a K–step plan,  πK.  
( ) ( ) (
1
,
K )K k k F F
k
L l x u l xπ
=
= +∑  
• Each ( )U x  contains the special termination action, uT.  
where F is defined as the final statge F = K+1, and the cost term  yields a real 
value for every 
( ,k kl x u )
kx X∈  and ( )ku U x∈ k , and the final term ( )F Fl x is outside of the sum 
and is defined as  if ( ) 0F Fl x = F Gx X∈ , and ( )F Fl x = ∞  otherwise. The optimal path is 
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retrieved by minimizing the cost function and it is achieved by the Principle of 
Optimality, which can be performed by using Dijkstra’s Algorithm [11].  
 This plan π can be used as a navigation function via expressing as a potential 
function. For a potential function that maps every state from 0 to ∞ (φ: X →[0,∞]), the 
plan can be used as a navigation function by minimizing resulting potential of a state 
obtained using potential function φ [11]. 
LaValle [11] stated that the most desirable potential function is one that causes 
arrival in XG for any initial state, and it is called a navigation function if the following 
requirements are satisfied 
• ( ) 0xφ = for all Gx X∈  
• ( )x if and only if no point in XG is reachable from x φ = ∞
• For every reachable state \ Gx X X∈ , the local operator produces a state x’ for 
which ( ) ( )'x xφ φ< . 
In addition to the above requirements, the navigation function must satisfy the principle 
of optimality to become an optimal navigation function [11]. 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ){ }min , ,u U xx l x u f x uφ φ∈= +  (2) 
Dijkstra’s Algorithm 
 Dijkstra’s algorithm is a special form of dynamic programming that can be used 
to find an optimal plan in planning problem [11], which was published in 1959 by 
Edsger Dijkstra in Numerische Mathematik [15]. In his publication, Dijkstra suggested 
problems on minimum length spanning tree and the minimum length between two given 
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nodes, and explained the method of solving each problems [15]. The solution to the 
second problem is known as Dijkstra’s algorithm on the single-source shortest path 
problem for a graph and used to find the shortest path. While having a property of the 
Dynamic Programming explained earlier, Dijkstra’s algorithm has additional 
characteristics that distinguishes it as an application of the Dynamic Programming. 
According to LaValle [11], Dijkstra’s algorithm has following properties 
• Non-negative cost on the edge of graph 
• Priority queue is sorted according to the cost function 
• The optimal cost from the initial state obtained by summing cost of travel from 
all possible path 
• Path with the lowest cost is the optimal cost 
The procedure for the algorithm is similar to Bellman’s algorithm in the 
Dynamic Programming explained in the previous section. Following pseudo code is how 
Dijkstra’s algorithm is used to find the shortest path in the network [16]. 
1. Set the value of initial node zero and make it the current node. Set values of 
infinity to all other nodes and mark them unvisited  
2. If sum of the value of the current node and the value of the edge is less than the 
value of the adjacent node, change the value of the adjacent node to this value for 
each unvisited node adjacent to the current node. Leave the value unchanged 
otherwise. 
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3. Mark the current node as visited, and if there are unvisited nodes, Set the 
unvisited node with the smallest value as the new current node and repeat the 
process until every node is visited  
Figure 7 is the generalization of Dijkstra’s algorithm explained by LaValle [11]. In this 
procedure, x is a state, u is a corresponding action, f(x,u) is a state transition function, 
l(x,u) is a cost to apply action u from state x, and Q is a queue. Line VII and VIII 
correspond to the second step of pseudo code explained earlier, and C(x’) in both steps 
represents the lowest cost to travel known so far. This relation is an indication of 
Dijkstra’s algorithm following the Principle of Optimality, thus optimal in the Dynamic 
Programming perspective. The example on the usage of Dijkstra’s algorithm can be 
found on Appendix A. 
 
 
Figure 7. Generalization of Dijkstra’s algorithm by LaValle [11]. 
 
Wavefront Algorithm  
Wavefront propagation algorithm is used on mobile robot path planning for its 
simplicity. LaValle stated that the wavefront algorithm “can be considered as a special 
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case of Dijkstra’s algorithm that avoids explicit construction of the priority queue [11]” 
and Varshavskaya [17] stated that it involves a breadth-first search that examines all the 
nodes backwards beginning at the goal until it reaches the start point. According to 
Muhammad [18], Breadth first search algorithm is “a way to find all the vertices 
reachable from a given source vertex.” In this algorithm the goal set is assigned a value 
of 0 and value of i is assigned into a free node at ith iteration. If the nearest node is not 
assigned any value or not an obstacle, then assign a value of i+1 and proceed until every 
node is filled. More formally, the pseudo code of the wavefront algorithm by LaValle 
[11] is follow 
1. Initialize  0 ; 0GW X i= =
2. Initialize 1  iW + = ∅
3. Fore every ix W∈ , assign ( )x iφ = and insert all unexplored neighbors of x into 
 1iW +
4. If 1iW + = ∅ , then terminate; otherwise, let i:=i+1 and go to step 2 
where W0 is the initial wavefront state Wi is the wavefront at each state i. The process 
continues until every reachable state is reached. LaValle [11] stated that the wavefront 
algorithm can be viewed as a special case of Dijkstra’s algorithm that “avoids explicit 
construction of priority queue.” Since the cost of travel is the same every direction in the 
wavefront algorithm, the cost of travel produced by cost function is the same every 
iteration. Therefore, at any location on the field path is an optimal in the Dynamic 
Programming perspective. The demonstration, example, and programming code of the 
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wavefront algorithm are well explained at Society of Robots [19]. Following example is 
a demonstration of the wavefront algorithm on path planning.  
1. Locate the start and goal points on the map. Goal has the lowest potential, thus its 
value is zero. See Figure 8. Graphical representation of map using grid for the 
wavefront algorithmFigure 8. 
 
0
S  
Figure 8. Graphical representation of map using grid for the wavefront algorithm. 
 
2. To create the wavefront, set the node a value of every empty neighboring node of 
the current node to the value of that node+1. Repeat this process until wavefront 
reaches robot start location. See Figure 9. 
 
5 4 3 2 1 0
5 4 3 2 1
3 2
4 3
5 4
5
S  
Figure 9. Assignment of number with wave expansion. 
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3. Follow the shortest path by taking the smallest node value from the starting 
point. See Figure 10. 
 
5 4 3 2 1 0
6 5 4 3 2 1
7 3
8 4
9 8 7 6 5 4
10 9 8 7 6 5
11 10 6
S 11 10 9 8 7
2
3
 
Figure 10. The shortest path (green cell) created by wavefront algorithm. 
 
Variations of the wavefront algorithm 
The Gradient Method 
Other researchers developed an algorithm based on wavefront algorithm. 
Konolige [20] developed an algorithm that calculates an optimal path to a gal called the 
gradient method. Konolige stated that the cost of path is a function of path F(P) and 
assume that the cost is determined by adding the intrinsic cost of being at a point and the 
adjacency cost of moving from one point to the next.  
( ) ( ) ( )1,i i
i i
F P I p A p p += + i∑ ∑  (3) 
where I(Pi) and A(Pi, Pi+1) are intrinsic cost and adjacent cost, respectively. The optimal 
path is determined by minimizing the cost of path function at k, F(Pk), or 
mathematically, 
( )min
k
k kP
N F= P  (4) 
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At the beginning of the algorithm, the goal is assigned with zero and put in an 
active list, while every other point is assigned with infinite cost. This active list is 
updated by replacing high cost with low cost, and by taking a cell with minimum cost 
path, robot can reach the goal from any arbitrary point [20]. 
In the experiment, the gradient method is successful at efficient high-speed 
control of a mobile robot in an uncertain environment [20]. When compare to the human 
operator on both known and unknown environment, the gradient method shows a 
significantly better performance. 
Potential Field 
Usage of potential function for path planning was first published by Khatib [3]. 
A potential field method uses the idea of assigning a potential function to the free space, 
and treating the vehicle as a particle reacting to forces due to the potential field. In this 
method, a goal has the lowest potential and always attracts the robot, while obstacles 
emanate repulsive forces and repel the robot away. The potential field method serves as 
a path planner by making the robot to follow of path created by adding the force vector 
from obstacles and the goals. However, this method poses the problem of local minima 
where forces from obstacles balance each other, thus making the robot to stick in random 
locations.  
Later on, more advanced version of potential field method that uses Harmonic 
Potential Function, which is based on solving a partial differential equation with 
Laplacian term is developed [21]. The biggest advantage of using harmonic potential 
functions is having only one local minimum at the goal point. Additionally, Goerzen et 
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al [21] stated that “it yields the maximum potential at the boundaries of obstacles, and 
has a non-degenerate Hessian at each critical point of the function.” Akishita et al. [22] 
and Connolly et al. [23] are the one published this method first, and Kim and Khosla 
[24] used the panel method for modeling obstacle in addition to harmonic potential 
function for path planning. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RISK FACTOR ON MOTION PLANNING 
 
Risk Analysis  
Every activity involves some level of risk on certain action, and the meaning of 
risk is used differently by different disciplines [25]. Generally, risk is refers to an 
uncertainty and the result of uncertainty [26]. This usage of risk is used in the 
management side of a project to estimate the cost of any consequences, and 
corresponding safety procedure or contingency plan of a project is developed 
accordingly. For example, Perera [27] at NASA Johnson Space Center stated that 
NASA’s risk management “includes processes to identify, analyze, plan, track, control, 
communicate and document risks.” Risk Matrix is method that quantifies the likelihood 
and consequence of risk associated with action taken. Building a Risk Matrix begins 
with selecting levels of Probability of Failure and Consequence of action.  
Table 1 is an example of level of probability, Table 2 is an example on 
consequence, or cost, of action, and Table 3 is the resulting Risk Matrix. The Probability 
and consequence of action is determined by the project designer after carefully 
reviewing similar cases from previous projects [27], and then Risk Matrix is tabulated by 
combining probability and cost of action together into one matrix form for future 
evaluation in the project. For example, the risk of an action that has probability of 3 and 
consequence of 5 has the highest risk according to the risk matrix, thus it should be 
avoided, and an alternate method must be implemented. 
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Table 1. Level of probability. 
5 Very High
4 High
3 Moderate
2 Low
1 Very LowP
ro
ba
bi
lit
y
 
 
Table 2. Cost of action on certain category. 
1 2 3 4 5
Category 1 No impact Little Impact Moderate Impact Large Impact Critical Impact
Category 2 Negligible Minor Damage Damage Major Damage Critical Damage
Category 3 No Injury Few Injured Injured Many Injured Tragedy
Category 4 No Failure Small Failure Failure Large Failure Fiasco
C
os
t
 
 
Table 3. Risk matrix. 
5
4
3
2
1
1 2 3 4 5
Probability
Consequence
RISK MATRIX
SAFE
MODERATE
DANGER
 
 
This Risk Analysis method must be converted into a form that can be used on 
motion planning problem. One way of applying risk analysis method on planning 
problem is defining risk mathematically, which is a product of probability and severity 
of incident [25],  
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Risk = Probability × Severity (5) 
or, the Risk Factor [28] of an action is expressed as  
RF = 1-(1-FI)(1-CI) (6) 
where RF is a Risk Factor of associate action, FI is a failure indices, and CI is a cost 
indices, respectively. Both FI and CI are value between 0 and 1, so that if both values are 
very low risk will go low, and vice versa.  
Application of Risk Factor 
The risk factor is used to create a property that resembles potential field method 
into the wavefront algorithm to create a path for a robot to follow, since direct 
application of one method to another is inappropriate because each methods represent 
working space differently. The wavefront algorithm is an algorithm with unit cost on 
each motion, and according to LaValle [11] “optimizes the number of stages to reach the 
goal.” The potential field method uses a potential function to represent features on the 
map, such as obstacle and goal, and create a guide for a robot. The risk factor is used as 
an additional cost of travelling on the grid of the wavefront algorithm that adjacent to an 
obstacle. This risk factor, as explained in previous section, is function of Euclidean 
distance between goal and the starting point.  
In the RF calculation, failure index (FI) and cost index (CI) of each cell is 
proportional to the distance to the goal and position of each cell, and the distance to the 
starting point of robot and position of each cell, respectively. The reason is that the 
chance of failure when robot is located on the grid cell located near the starting point 
than the grid cell near the goal point. On the other hand, the cost of travelling is from the 
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starting point to the goal is opposite. That is, robot uses more resources to travel to the 
grid cell near the goal point that the grid cell nears the starting point, indicating that the 
cost increases as robot travels.  
FI = αDGoal (7) 
CI = βDStart (8) 
 
Creating path is performed by wavefront propagation algorithm on a map and 
selecting path is done by risk factor calculation on node. Below paragraphs are 
procedure of the algorithm. 
• Calculate Risk Factor across map using equation (6) 
• Perform wavefront expansion 
• Add cost (using RF) on to wavefront expansion if the cell is neighboring 
obstacle. Otherwise, discard Risk Factor 
• If the succession cell is neighboring to the cell with different potential, take the 
minimum value and propagate 
Figure 11 is the pseudo code of an algorithm using risk factor. The overall 
process is similar to the wavefront algorithm, except at line 3, risk factor is used as an 
additional cost if the next available grid cell is an obstacle.  
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1. Assign 0 at the goal and  on any obstacles 
2. Any unexplored free grid cell has null value
3. At ith iteration, assign (x) = i + RF(x) into unexplored adjacent grid cell, where
4. Assign  the smallest cost by minimizing the potential, or Wi=min( (x))
5. If every grid cell is assigned then terminate; otherwise, let i = i+1 and move to the second step
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )1 1 1 Adjacent to an obstacle
0 Otherwise
CI x FI x
RF x
⎧ − − −⎪= ⎨⎪⎩
 
Figure 11. Pseudo code of an algorithm using risk factor as an additional cost function. 
 
 Following example is a demonstration of the wavefront algorithm with risk factor 
calculation. For the simplicity of a calculation in the example, risk factor across the map 
is 1 everywhere. 
1. Locate the goal and the initial position of the robot. This is the same as in the 
normal wavefront algorithm. See Figure 12. 
 
G
R  
Figure 12. Initial configuration of map, which is the same as the wavefront algorithm. 
 
2. Figure 13 shows the initial step of the algorithm. Since first available grid cells 
are adjacent to obstacle, their values are W1=W0+1+RF=0+1+1=2. Proceed the 
process. 
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G 2
2
R  
Figure 13. First propagation including risk factor. 
 
3. Figure 14 demonstrates the how the algorithm proceed with different value of 
grid cell. If the unvisited grid cell is adjacent to the grid cell with two different 
values, take the minimum value and continue the process. 
 
G 2 3 4
2 5
4
5
R   
G 2 3 4 5
2 5 5
4 7
5 7
6
R  
Figure 14. Wavefront expansion from the minimum value using risk factor calculation. 
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4. Figure 15 is the completed expansion of an algorithm using risk factor. Continue 
process until every unvisited grid cell is occupied. Terminate the process once 
every grid cell has assigned number. Grid cells that proceed with the minimum 
value of the predecessor grid cell are boxed with red rectangles. 
 
G 2 3 4 5
2 5 5
4 7 6
5 7 9 8 8
6 8 10
7 8 10 11 R
6
7
 
Figure 15. Complete propagation with node expanded from the minimum value boxed in red. 
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CHAPTER V 
SIMULATION AND TEST 
 
 The simulation of the method is performed prior to the actual implementation of 
robot to observe the behavior of the method. Both simulation and actual test is 
performed using MatLAB. The wavefront algorithm with risk factor calculation included 
will referred as risk factor method from now on. 
Simulation Result 
On Risk Factor calculation, FI and CI of each grid cells adjacent to the obstacle 
are calculated using (5) and (6), with proportionality constant 0.4 and 0.6, respectively. 
Risk Factor ranges from 0 to 1, with 1 being the highest value, and then divided into five 
levels for adding cost on wavefront propagation.  
0 0.2
0.2 0.4 2
0.4 0.6 3
0.6 0.8 4
0.8 1 5
RF
RF
RF
RF
RF
1< ≤ +
< ≤ +
< ≤ +
< ≤ +
< ≤ +
 
Algorithms are tested on 5 × 5, 8 × 8, 12 × 12, and 6 × 8 size discrete map with 5%, 
10%, 20% and 30% of node covered by obstacles, and compared to normal wavefront 
propagation. 
Criteria of metrics on each method are measuring the number of turn, the 
distance traveled, and the number of obstacle robot passes during the navigation. The 
number of turn is measured by counting the number of direction change robot made 
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from the starting point to goal. The distance traveled is measured by the distance 
between each path; therefore, it is equal to the number of node robot passed. The number 
of obstacle is determined by the number of time robot passes a side of an obstacle. The 
number of turn is measured because less number of turn reduces position error of robot 
during the navigation, which can happen because of error accumulation from the encoder 
or any other sensor. Similarly, the distance travelled is measured to ensure the optimality 
of the path. The number of obstacle robot passes is measured because chance of collision 
increases with increase number of obstacle robot passes. See Appendix B for the 
simulation result. 
Test Result 
 Figure 16 displays a physical set up for testing algorithm. Physical test of robot is 
performed in 6 × 6 tiled map as the maximum size because of space limitation. Each side 
of the map is 2m long and a lower left corner of the map is treated as an initial point. 
Robot’s behavior is the same as the normal wavefront algorithm without any obstacle on 
the map. If robot detects any obstacle using its distance measuring sensor, position of 
obstacle is updated on robot’s map if robot does not have any information about the 
obstacle prior to navigation. Once update is complete, robot re-creates a path to the goal 
with the current position as the beginning point. In this test, the initial point and goal 
point are assumed as known 
 Overall behavior of robot is the same as in the simulation. The difference was 
priori information. In the simulation, every position of obstacle is known; however, in 
the real test, robot must update its map as it operates. Although the final path robot take 
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was not exactly the same as in the simulation, overall behavior of moving around an 
obstacle, avoiding obstacle crowded area was observed. 
 
 
Figure 16.  Testing performance of algorithm using mobile robot platform in the 6 x 6 tile map with 
the total length of 2m.  The distance between each tick mark is 1m. 
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CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION 
 
Upon the completion of the wavefront propagation on the map, simulation is 
programmed to take the grid cell with the shortest Euclidean distance if the assigned 
value is the same among the available grid cell for both methods for the consistency on 
the performance evaluation; otherwise, grid cell with the lowest among all is selected. 
The result of the simulation on both wavefront algorithm with risk factor method and 
normal wavefront algorithm displays same number of grid cells robot travels from the 
starting point to the goal point. However, there are distinct differences on the number of 
turn and the number of obstacle robot face, and the shape of the resulting path.  
While both method moves same number of grid cell from the starting to the goal 
point, the wavefront algorithm with risk factor method turns and faces obstacles less 
than the path created using the normal wavefront algorithm. Additionally, path from the 
risk factor method moves around the obstacle with maintaining certain distance, yet 
keeping the total travelling distances minimum. These trends are clear as the size of the 
map and the percentage of obstacle present on the map increases.  
For example, on 8 × 8 map with 30% of map occupied by obstacle on Figure B-2 
(c), path from the risk factor method turns once with passing one side of an obstacle. On 
the contrary, normal wavefront method turns 9 times while passing a side of an obstacle 
8 times. Most importantly, their paths are completely different. For example, the path 
from the risk factor method on Figure B-1(c), Figure B-2 (b), (c) and (d), Figure B-3(b) 
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and (c), Figure B-4 avoid obstacle crowed area as much as possible, where as the normal 
wavefront method moves anyway. Similar behavior appears on the different results and 
if the presence of obstacle on map is zero, then the path for both methods is the same. 
From this result, the greatest benefit of using risk factor is creation of safe path without 
losing the optimality. 
Optimality in Dynamic Programming Perspective 
The proof of optimality of Dijkstra’s Algorithm in the Dynamic Programming 
perspective and how the wavefront algorithm complies with the Principle of Optimality 
is demonstrated in Chapter 2. As an algorithm based on the wavefront algorithm, the 
newly created method also must comply with the Principle of Optimality. 
 The Principle of Optimality optimizes process by maximizing reward or 
minimizing cost of process. For the case of shortest path finding, the optimal path is the 
one that has the lowest cost among all possible routes. Usage of the risk factor in the 
wavefront algorithm still preserves this property. Recall that the cost function in the 
algorithm produces those found in the wavefront algorithm and the risk factor as an 
additional cost if the grid is adjacent to an obstacle. Once cost is measured, assign the 
minimum value to the next available grid cell. This added value increases cost around 
the obstacle and affect its neighboring grid cell in the further execution. The optimal 
path is one with minimal inclusion of risk factor throughout execution.  
Distinction from the Gradient Method 
 The risk factor method uses wavefront algorithm as a base and risk factor to 
calculate the cost of travel, which is calculated using two indices. Each index is function 
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of distance. Cost index is proportional to the distance between starting point of robot and 
individual grid cell, because cost increases as robot move away from its initial position. 
Failure index is proportional to the distance between goal and individual grid cell 
because chances of failure decreases as robot move towards the goal. 
 Unlike the gradient method, where intrinsic cost is measured in everywhere on 
the map, only the risk factor of the grid cell adjacent to obstacle is counted towards the 
cost function because other node is free and does not pose any severe danger. 
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
Conclusion 
In this thesis application of risk factor on path planning of mobile robot is 
introduced and its performance is evaluated. Referring to simulation results in appendix, 
the risk factor method enhances safety of robot on path planning by moving around an 
obstacle with maintaining certain distance, and avoids moving through the area with 
large obstacle occupation. Path from normal wavefront propagation move through the 
area even if the presence of obstacle is large, in which increases chances of collision 
with obstacle on the path.  
Risk factor method has a tendency of moving through obstacle-free area, yield 
better result on safety on simulation result while keeping the distance travel the 
minimum and the performance is confirmed on the real robot test. Therefore, the 
conclusion for this work is that risk factor method is more preferable than normal 
wavefront method for the success of navigation. 
Future Work 
The simple method of calculation each indices of risk factor and the map 
representation is used for calculation simplicity. Following list is the possible future 
work for an improvement. 
• Usage of fuzzy logic or statistical approach on the risk factor calculation 
• Increased resolution on the map for better representation 
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• More precise distance measuring sensor on mobile robot 
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APPENDIX A 
EXAMPLE OF DIJKSTRA’S ALGORITHM 
 
Dijkstra’s Algorithm is an algorithm for finding the single source shortest path in 
graph [11], [16]. It functions by constructing a shortest-path tree from the initial vertex 
to every other vertex in the graph [29], where every edge has non-negative cost. This 
example is mean to help understand procedure and the application of Dijkstra’s 
algorithm in Chapter II can be used to find the shortest path in the network.  
Consider node and edge network given in Figure A-1 below. Starting at the red 
node, we would like to find the shortest path to reach the green node. The cost of 
travelling from each node is given. 
 
 
Figure A-1. Node-edge network for the shortest path problem. 
 
The first step is assigning zero on the initial node and infinity on the rest of the 
node, as in Figure A-2. Then search for unvisited node adjacent to the initial node, which 
are orange, blue, and yellow node. Add the value of the initial node and the cost of edge, 
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select one with the lowest value, and assign resulting value to the target node. Mark red 
node as visited (change color to grey in this example). 
 
  
0+4=4
0+9=90+10=10
Figure A-2. First iteration to find the node with the minimum cost, where minimum cost is obtained 
by summing the value of node and the cost of edge connecting node. Select the edge that connects the 
node with the lowest total value. 
 
Set blue node as the current node and repeat the process again to search for the 
unvisited node, as in Figure A-3. Path from blue node to orange node is the minimum 
among all choice. Select edge connecting blue to orange node and set orange node as 
visited. 
 
  
10
1
7
3
4
9
0
 
10
1
7
3
4
9
0
0+10=10
4+3=7
0+9=9
4+7=11
Figure A-3. Repetition of the process. Search for unvisited node, compare the cost, and select the 
node with the lowest total cost. 
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Repeat the process to find the minimum cost. The initial (red) node to yellow 
node has the minimum cost, so select edge connecting the initial node and yellow node. 
Mark yellow node as visited. See Figure A-4. 
 
  
4+7=11
0+9=9
Figure A-4. Repetition of the process. 
 
Repeat the process for the green node. Edge connecting yellow and green node is 
lower than the edge connecting blue and green node; thus, select the edge between 
yellow and green node and mark green node edge as visited. Terminate the process since 
every node is visited. See Figure A-5. 
 
   
9+1=10
4+7=11
Figure A-5. The last process of iteration. Terminate the process if every node is visited. 
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Figure A-6 is the network of the shortest path using Dijkstra’s algorithm. The 
complete network of the shortest path to the every node from red node is represented 
with green edge. The shortest path from red node to green node is via yellow node with 
the total cost of 10. 
 
 
Figure A-6. The shortest path network created by Dijkstra’s Algorithm. 
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APPENDIX B 
SIMULATION RESULT 
 
 This appendix contains the simulation result of the wavefront algorithm with risk 
factor method. Left side is the wavefront algorithm with risk factor included and the 
right side is the normal wavefront algorithm. In this simulation, value of goal and free 
empty grid cell are 1 and 0, respectively. 
5 × 5 Map 
 
RF Included Normal  
5 4 3 2 G 5 4 3 2 G
6 5 6 3 2 6 5 4 3 2
7 8 6 3 7 6 4 3
8 9 8 5 4 8 7 6 5 4
S 8 7 6 5 S 8 7 6 5
5
8
2
Turn
Dist
Obs0
7
3Turn
Dist
Obs  
(a) 5% of map covered by Obstacle 
 
15 16 13 G 7 6 5 G
14 10 5 2 8 4 3 2
11 14 6 3 9 8 4 3
10 9 8 5 4 8 7 6 5 4
S 8 7 6 5 S 8 7 6 5
Dist 8Dist 8
Turn 3 Turn 4
4Obs 1 Obs  
(b) 10% of map covered by Obstacle 
Figure B-1. Simulation result for 5x5 map size (a) 5% of grid covered with obstacle. (b) 10% of grid 
covered with obstacle. (c) 20% of grid covered with obstacle. (d) 30% of grid covered with obstacle. 
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7 6 5 2 G 5 4 3 2 G
8 9 5 4 6 5 3 2
9 10 15 10 7 6 5 4
10 13 8 7
S 14 17 20 23 S 8 9 10 11
Turn 1 Turn 5
Dist 8 Dist 8
Obs 1 Obs 6  
(c) 20% of map covered by Obstacle 
 
8 5 2 G 4 3 2 G
14 11 5 4 6 5 3 2
17 14 10 7 6 4
19 17 7 5
S 20 25 0 S 8 9 0
8
Turn 2 Turn 2
Obs 6 Obs 6
Dist 8 Dist
 
(d) 30% of map covered by Obstacle 
Figure B-1 Continued. 
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8 × 8 Map 
 
NormalRF Included  
12 11 13 7 3 2 G 10 9 8 4 3 2 G
11 10 9 9 5 4 3 2 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
10 9 8 7 6 8 4 3 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3
11 10 9 11 10 8 4 11 10 9 8 7 5 4
12 11 13 13 10 6 5 12 11 10 8 7 6 5
13 12 13 13 9 8 7 6 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6
14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7
S 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 S 14 13 12 11 10 9 8
Obs
Dist
Turn
Obs
Dist
Turn
0
14
9
4
14
11
 
(a) 5% of map covered by Obstacle 
 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 G 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 G
9 8 10 6 5 4 3 2 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
10 12 10 9 5 4 6 10 9 7 6 5 4 3
11 15 17 9 11 11 10 8 6 5
12 13 17 17 17 13 26 12 11 10 9 8 7 11
13 14 15 16 15 14 18 19 13 12 11 10 9 8 9 10
14 15 16 17 16 18 19 20 14 13 12 11 10 9 10 11
S 16 17 18 20 23 21 S 14 13 12 11 11 12
Obs 0
Turn 3
Dist 14
Turn 11
Dist 14
Obs 5  
(b) 10% of map covered by Obstacle 
Figure B-2. Simulation result for 8x8 map size (a) 5% of grid covered with obstacle. (b) 10% of grid 
covered with obstacle. (c) 20% of grid covered with obstacle. (d) 30% of grid covered with obstacle. 
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8 7 6 5 4 3 2 G 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 G
12 8 7 6 8 4 3 2 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
12 8 10 11 4 3 9 8 7 5 4 3
16 9 13 20 8 4 10 9 8 9 5 4
30 19 14 10 6 5 18 10 8 7 6 5
23 28 22 12 11 7 6 17 16 10 9 8 7 6
22 21 26 19 11 7 16 15 14 10 8 7
S 20 19 18 14 13 9 8 S 14 13 12 11 10 9 8
Turn 1
Dist 14
Obs 2
Turn 4
Dist 14
Obs 6  
(c) 20% of map covered by Obstacle 
 
11 10 9 5 4 3 2 G 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 G
12 14 12 8 4 3 2 9 8 6 5 4 3 2
13 17 8 7 3 10 9 5 4 3
14 15 22 23 16 12 7 11 10 9 8 7 6 4
15 19 20 16 15 11 12 11 8 7 6 5
16 17 21 28 24 25 13 12 11 10 9 7
17 18 22 28 38 14 13 12 10 11
S 19 20 24 28 0 0 S 14 13 12 11 0 0
Turn 1
Dist 14
Turn 9
Dist 14
Obs 8Obs 1  
(d) 30% of map covered by Obstacle 
Figure B-2 Continued. 
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12 × 12 Map 
 
NormalRF Included  
16 15 14 13 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 G 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 G
17 16 19 13 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 13 12 11 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
16 15 14 15 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4
16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5
17 16 15 18 13 12 15 10 9 8 7 6 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6
18 17 20 18 17 19 14 9 8 7 18 17 16 14 13 11 10 9 8 7
19 18 19 23 19 18 25 14 9 8 19 18 17 16 15 14 15 10 9 8
20 19 20 19 18 17 16 19 16 11 10 9 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9
21 20 22 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10
22 25 23 22 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 22 21 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11
S 26 31 28 22 17 16 15 14 13 12 S 22 21 20 18 17 16 15 14 13 12
0
22
13
Obs
Dist
Turn Turn 21
Dist 22
Obs 6  
(a) 5% of map covered by Obstacle 
 
17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 G 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 G
18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 14 7 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 2
19 18 17 20 15 14 13 12 11 16 13 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 3
20 19 22 24 19 14 13 12 13 22 14 15 14 13 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4
21 20 21 30 19 14 13 18 20 16 15 14 15 10 9 8 7 5
22 21 22 23 26 21 16 15 14 15 20 19 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6
23 22 27 24 23 18 17 16 15 16 17 18 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7
24 27 31 27 18 17 20 17 18 19 19 18 16 14 13 12 11 10 9 8
25 26 30 30 35 23 22 22 19 20 20 19 18 17 18 14 13 11 10 9
26 27 31 29 28 29 24 23 28 23 24 25 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10
27 32 32 27 26 25 24 25 28 22 21 19 18 17 16 15 14 13
R 33 34 29 28 27 26 25 26 27 32 38 R 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 15 16
Turn 17
Dist 22
Obs 11
Turn 7
Dist 22
Obs 1  
(b) 10% of map covered by Obstacle 
Figure B-3. Simulation result for 10x10 map size (a) 5% of grid covered with obstacle. (b) 10% of 
grid covered with obstacle. (c) 20% of grid covered with obstacle. (d) 30% of grid covered with 
obstacle. 
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20 19 14 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 G 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 G
25 14 9 8 7 10 5 9 3 2 13 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
30 24 15 10 9 16 14 9 3 14 12 11 10 9 8 6 4 3
35 37 15 14 24 15 15 10 9 15 13 11 10 8 7 6 5 4
40 29 16 15 20 21 16 16 15 16 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6
45 50 63 21 16 25 21 17 20 26 17 18 19 13 12 11 9 8 7 8
47 31 22 21 31 22 22 31 19 15 14 13 11 10 9 9
39 38 27 23 22 27 24 23 27 32 32 21 20 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 11 10
34 33 32 25 24 27 26 25 32 37 33 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 12 11
35 38 32 29 31 30 55 42 38 21 20 18 17 15 14 14 13 12
36 41 34 37 32 35 44 22 21 18 17 16 15 16
S 42 45 40 35 36 37 49 54 59 65 S 22 21 20 19 18 17 17 18 19 20
Turn 7
Dist 22
Obs 4
Turn 17
Dist 22
Obs 15  
(c) 20% of map covered by Obstacle 
 
63 62 63 72 54 55 49 7 G 16 15 14 15 11 10 9 2 G
62 61 64 58 49 43 19 8 2 15 14 13 11 10 8 4 3 2
61 60 59 54 49 44 39 34 33 24 8 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 3
62 69 67 44 43 19 14 9 15 14 12 9 8 6 5 4
67 0 53 48 43 16 11 10 16 0 12 11 10 7 6
72 53 44 43 38 37 17 12 16 17 14 13 12 11 12 8 7 6
77 67 54 53 37 28 23 18 21 18 16 15 14 12 11 10 9 8
78 91 59 0 28 23 47 19 20 16 0 11 10 14
87 59 52 57 43 34 29 24 33 38 20 18 17 18 14 13 12 11 12 13
64 55 51 50 49 40 39 33 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 12
69 64 56 55 45 40 47 38 47 22 21 19 18 16 15 14 13 14
S 59 58 53 52 51 46 45 52 58 S 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 16
Dist 22
Obs 9
Turn 9 Turn 17
Dist 22
Obs 23
5
 
(d) 30% of map covered by Obstacle 
Figure B-3 Continued. 
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6 × 8 Map 
 
NormalRF Included  
11 10 9 8 7 6 2 G 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 G
12 11 10 9 11 6 2 9 8 7 6 5 3 2
13 12 11 10 11 11 4 3 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3
14 13 12 11 13 8 4 11 10 9 8 7 5 4
14 13 12 11 10 10 6 5 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5
S 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 S 12 11 10 9 8 7 6
8
Dist 12
Obs 4
Turn 3 Turn
Obs
Dist
0
12
 
(a) 5% of map covered by Obstacle 
 
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 G 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 G
9 8 7 9 5 4 3 2 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
10 9 12 9 5 4 6 10 9 8 6 5 4 3
11 12 12 7 6 11 11 10 8 7 6 5
12 13 14 11 10 10 26 12 11 10 9 8 7 11
S 14 15 14 14 18 19 S 12 11 10 8 9 10
12
Turn 10
Dist 12
Turn 5
Dist
Obs 0 Obs 4  
(b) 10% of map covered by Obstacle 
 
14 13 12 8 7 3 2 G 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 G
15 17 15 7 6 2 9 8 6 4 3 2
16 17 20 18 14 6 10 9 8 7 5 3
17 18 19 21 24 21 10 11 10 9 8 7 6 4
18 19 22 29 17 12 11 10 8 5
S 20 21 24 25 29 36 S 12 11 10 9 10 11
Turn 1
Dist 12
Turn 6
Dist 12
Obs 9Obs 2  
(c) 20% of map covered by Obstacle 
Figure B-4. Simulation result for 6x8 map size (a) 5% of grid covered with obstacle. (b) 10% of grid 
covered with obstacle. (c) 20% of grid covered with obstacle. (d) 30% of grid covered with obstacle. 
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28 32 30 13 6 2 G 12 11 10 4 3 2 G
27 26 6 2 11 9 3 2
23 22 19 18 15 8 4 3 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3
24 23 22 23 12 8 4 11 10 9 8 6 5 4
25 25 20 16 8 12 11 8 7 5
S 22 21 18 15 14 13 9 S 12 11 10 9 8 7 6
Turn 1
Dist 12
Obs 4
Turn 6
Dist 12
Obs 8  
(d) 30% of map covered by Obstacle 
Figure B-4 Continued. 
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